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Bengaluru: Garbage is overtaking
Bengaluru’s notorious traffic as the
city’s biggest problem, an ongoing
survey by the Bangalore Political
Action Committee has pointed out.
The ‘Most Pressing Problems in
Bengaluru’ survey on Twitter, which
closes on June 22, has pointed out that
52% Bengalureans chose garbage
over vehicular traffic. Interestingly,
while the government is keen to divide the “unwieldy” BBMP, 42% of
the respondents in the B.PAC survey
have said they are not sure if it would
help the city.
The survey being conducted on
Twitter hopes to supplement a larger
study that will capture the pulse of
the city ahead of the civic elections

Benz Opens
Outlet at
Koramangala

Mass Yoga
Session on
June 21

complain the most. All it takes for a
candidate to win a ward is just 6,0007,000 votes,” Ashok said.
The low voter turnout was evident
when BBMP went to polls in 2010.
Sample this: Former leader of the
BJP-ruled BBMP council NR Ramesh
won the Yediyur ward with 7,355
votes, whereas the ward saw only
13,387 people casting votes out of
29,514 voters.
Former leader of the opposition
Congress in the BBMP council, BN
Manjunatha Reddy, won in Madivala
with 7,176 votes. Only 13,488 people
voted out of 33,206.
“The idea is to create awareness on
all issues concerning Bengaluru. We
are in constant touch with stakeholders, including the present administration of the BBMP,” B.PAC member
Harish Narasappa said.

Cops Await BBMP Report
for Action Against Builder
Cubbon Park police book the builder and weigh further action
Bengaluru: The Citrus Hotel on
Cunningham Road has become
home to several families that fled
the Queen’s Corner apartment following fears that the ground beneath was caving in.
As many as 32 families from this
upmarket apartment vacated on
Monday after excavation by a builder — Legacy Group — in the neighbouring plot loosened the earth and
led to the collapse of a compound
wall, a tree and left a crack on the
ground. The Legacy Group, on
Tuesday, assured to bear the cost of
alternative accommodation for all
the residents of Queen’s Corner’s
C-Block at the hotel, until repairs
are carried out, also at its expense.
“The strengthening of the compound wall is underway and we are
waiting for structural engineers to
certify that the place is fit for occupation,” said Lal Mirpuri, president

of the Girivihar Cooperative
Housing Society at Queen’s Corner
apartment.
The Cubbon Park police, meanwhile, booked the Legacy Group
under Section 336 of the Indian
Penal Code (endangering life or personal safety of others). “We are
waiting for a report from the BBMP
and the BWSSB before taking further action,” Deputy Commissioner
of Police (Central) Sandeep Patil
said.
Independent experts who visited
the apartment assured residents
that there was no apparent danger
to the C-Block, near which the earth
caved in. “A lot of care needs to be
taken when you are excavating beyond 30 feet. The builder now has to
ensure that the quality of soil is
good enough to excavate further,”
said Ramamurthy V, an engineer.
Sources, meanwhile, revealed that
the Legacy Group has put the
project on hold to make changes in
the floor plans.

NO CAUSE FOR WORRY

Experts who
visited the
apartment assured residents that
there was no apparent
danger to the block

From Western Ghats to Garden
City, He Brings Tales of Wildlife
Athira.nair@timesgroup.com

Mercedes-Benz India
MD & CEO Eberhard
Kern on Wednesday
opened the luxury car
brand’s third showroom in the city at upscale Koramangala.
This is also the second
Benz showroom in the
city belonging to Akshaya Motors. Bengaluru, he said, accounted
for the third highest
sales for the car brand.

due by the end of July.
“The larger study we have conducted has a sample size of 10,000. The results are being analysed and it will be
ready in a week’s time. The study interviewed people in the city to assess
their perception of
the BBMP and its
42% of the
perfor mance,”
respondents
B.PAC chief execusay they are
tive Revathy Ashok
not sure if the
said.
division of the
Close on the heels
BBMP would
of Whitefield
help the city
Rising launching a
campaign to ensure more people vote
in the BBMP elections, B.PAC believes this study will create awareness on the importance of voting.
“Politicians laugh at the middle class
because they know it won’t vote. And
it is those living in apartments who
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Justice AN Venugopala
Gowda took the government to task for not
making the Police Complaints Authority, a
body set up to receive
complaints and act
against erring police
personnel, accessible to
the public. He observed
the authority remains
out of bounds for the
public. The court directed the state to widely
publicise the Police
Complaints Authority.

Even after promises made by CM Siddu, Bengaluru will face garbage problems once again.This is what IT city
deserves after giving so much tax

Tackle Garbage First, Traffic Can Wait

Village Says
No to City’s
Garbage

‘Publicise
Police Plaints
Authority’

@Pputhige

CALLING ATTENTION B.PAC survey on a micro-blogging site hopes to create awareness on pressing problems of the city

TAKES

Garbage collection in
the city is likely to be
hit as villagers have
stopped 300 trucks
from dumping waste at
a processing unit near
Dabaspet, about 50 km
from Bengaluru. The
processing unit is managed by Terra Firma Biotechnologies. The villagers complained that
they are taking ill due
to the stench emanating from the waste.

SEX RATIO
(FEMALES PER
1,000 MALES)
IN THE CITY
(2011 CENSUS)

Goethe Institut, Indira Nagar, is screening
The Tin Drum, an Oscar-winning film by
Volker Schlondroff, as a tribute to one of
Germany’s best-known authors and Nobel
Prize winner Gunter Grass. The film, based
against the backdrop of World War II, follows
Oskar Matzerath and his traverses with society and its narrow-minded mentalities. The
film is known for its surreal imagery, eroticism and satire. Today at 6.30 pm. Entry free.

Bengaluru: When his father took
him and his sisters to the jungles in
Nanguneri in Tamil Nadu for picnics, the eight-year-old John was excited to fish in the river, explore the
greenery, and occasionally shoot a
jungle fowl. As he grew up, Dr AJT
Johnsingh found his passion in the
tales of the forests, and became one
of the most prominent naturalists in
the country.
“I am never tired of walking in the
forests. The more, the better,” says
the 70-year-old, who has won many
prestigious awards including the
Carl Zeiss Wildlife Conservation
Award for lifetime service to Indian
wildlife, and the Sanctuary Lifetime
Wildlife Service Award. After retiring as dean of the Wildlife Institute
of India, he settled down in Bengaluru in 2006 and continues his association with the jungles through the
Nature Conservation Foundation
(NCF), World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF) India, as a consultant.
It was a meeting with JC Daniel of
the Bombay Natural History Society
(BNHS) in 1971 that led to his studying wildlife as a discipline. Johnsingh’s PhD on the Dhole, the Indian

GARBAGE A PROBLEM

For Bengalureans, the
Western Ghats are just
an ideal weekend
getaway. Unscientific
disposal of garbage
thrown by tourists
has led to degeneration of the ghats
DR AJT JOHNSINGH,
Former dean, Wildlife Institute of India

wild dog, in the Bandipur National
Park was the first that an Indian scientist researched a free-ranging species. He has mentored many prominent names in the field of wildlife
— Ajay Desai, Ravi Chellam and
Justus Joshua, among them. He is
now mentoring students from the
Columbia University at the Biligiri
Rangaswamy Temple Tiger Reserve.
Contemporaries are all praise for
him. K Ullas Karanth, conservation
biologist, says: “Johnsingh is an out-

standing all-round naturalist of the
old school, and represents the transitional generation that preceded
modern-day rigorous wildlife science. In his career spanning many
years as a teacher, he has inspired
several generations of students and
naturalists through his undimmed
enthusiasm for field work and hiking. He is truly one of a kind!”
Johnsingh’s latest book — Walking
the Western Ghats — is due for release on July 4.

Pet Peeves

Top Concerns
for Citizens

Rampant
development without proper
planning

Insufficient
pedestrian
infrastructure

Incompetent civic
leaders

Disregard for
traffic rules
by citizens

Slow Metro
construction with
debris below tracks

71%

65%

63%

58%

50%
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Mumbai Airport
Buys Advanced
Emergency Van
from City Vendor
Athira.Nair@timesgroup.com

Bengaluru: Mumbai is taking a leaf
out of Bengaluru’s book by acquiring
an advanced mobile command post
vehicle or MCP for its international
airport. The Bangalore International
Airport Ltd (BIAL), which operates
the Kempegowda international airport, was the first airport to buy an
advanced MCP vehicle last year but
made no noise about it.
“Every airport has an MCP vehicle
but usually it’s just a jeep with essential requirements. The technology of
our MCP is most advanced; we can
now handle even a crash at the airport without loss of time. Besides,
connectivity with the airport will not
be disturbed since we can quickly get
back to our normal operations,” Hari
Marar, president of airport operations, BIAL, told ET. The International Civil Aviation Organization
and the Directorate General of Civil
Aviation have mandated MCPs for all
airports in the country.
Mistral Solutions, a product design
and engineering service company
based in Bengaluru, is the provider
of the vehicle to BIAL and Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport in
Mumbai. “The project (in Mumbai)
is under way and the vehicle is currently being fabricated and integrated by Mistral. It will be delivered to
the Mumbai airport authorities by
The advanced
the end of this
vehicle is
year. It usually
capable of
takes five to six
quickly reachmonths to deliver a
ing the site of
full-featured moemergency
bile command post
vehicle. The MCP for the Mumbai airport is very similar to that used by
BIAL with a few additional features
like conferencing over 3G and realtime video streaming to the airport’s
operations centre,” said Anees
Ahmed, president of Mistral
Solutions. The cost of an MCP vehicle is anywhere between `1 crore and
`3 crore depending on the features.
The vehicle, according to the BIAL
spokesperson, is capable of quickly
reaching the site of emergency and
undertaking control and coordination of the agencies needed. It works
in coordination with the Fixed
Emergency Operations Centre located inside the airport terminal. “The
synchronization ensures quicker response to emergencies, augmented
security at the disaster site, and systematic medical care to the victims,”
said the official.
Airport accidents usually happen
in remote areas. In case of an aircraft
crash, the MCP is the one-point coordination for fire and rescue management, security, evacuation, medical
aid, ambulance management and
other emergency responsibilities.

NARCISSISM OR FEEL-GOOD?

Selfie-obsessed
Make a Beeline for
Skin Treatment
City witnesses a spike in cosmetic
treatments for foolproof pictures
Smitabalram.Kumar
@timesgroup.com

Bengaluru: Hold your smartphone at arm’s length. Tilt your
head at a rewarding angle.
Strike a pose. Click. Selfies have
emerged as the most fashionable form of self-expression in
the new millennium, with
Facebook, Instag ram and
Snapchat playing dynamic canvases for these digital portraits.
From Kim Kardashian, Justin
B i e b e r, S o n a m K a p o o r,
Sonakshi Sinha to your neighbour — the selfie craze has captured everyone’s fancy.
And it has triggered off an interesting trend. Dermatological
clinics in Bengaluru are seeing a
steady rise in cosmetic procedures such as Botox, laser hair
reduction, nose and lip jobs and
acne scar treatments. Doctors attribute this to the fierce fascination for a foolproof selfie.
“Vanity has always existed.
But selfie has pulled the trigger,”
said Dr Shubha Dharmana, cosmetic dermatologist and founder of Le’Juene Medspa. “The
explosion of Instagram and
Facebook has put importance
on looking good.”
Dharmana receives several patients who go to her with their
selfies and point out to flaws that
they want corrected through
treatments.
“I have seen a 30% rise in facerelated procedures in the past
two years. People in showbiz
want to erase fine lines through
Botox and fillers, skin-lightening treatments, lip jobs and face
lifts,” said Dharmana, who
treats patients in their teens to
their 50s.
Dr Mikki Singh Gupta of
Bodycraft Skin and Cosmetology
Clinics doesn’t have too many
patients confiding that they are
seeking treatments to look good
in their selfies. “But I observed
that the trend for face-related
treatments has increased with
the rise in selfies. The surge was
especially seen when ‘no makeup’ selfie became popular with
celebrities like Kim Kardashian
and Malaika Arora,” Gupta said.
“Young ones want Angelina Jolie
lips. The middle-aged want to
look fair and young.”
Patients narrate image-related
stories as reason. Shipra

Shukla, a 33-year-old IT professional, admits to getting chemical peels for face, neck and hands
for “brighter and fairer skin
tone” for selfies. “People take
you seriously if you look good,”
said Shukla, active on Facebook
with 1,200 followers.
Karan Khanna, a 29-year-old
marketing professional with an
advertising agency, gets vampire facials to get rid of acne
scars that apparently showed up
in his selfies. “Everybody posts
images. If you don’t, you are not
part of what the world is into
currently.”
While patients are delighted
with the way dermatological
treatments have boosted their
confidence, others are debating
if the selfie excess suggests insecurity, self-obsession and a dire
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LOOKS ARE IMPORTANT

Vanity has always
existed. But selfie has
pulled the trigger.
Social media has put
importance on looks
need for social acceptance. Like
Dr Murali Raj, head of department, psychiatry, at Manipal
Hospital: “The selfie trend
shows narcissism. It is not goodcrowd behavior patter n.
Exclusion from others is not
right… Basic maintenance of
face makes you feel good.
However, it must not be taken to
an extreme level.”
To which Dr Gupta countered,
“We buy clothes and jewellery.
Why not invest in your skin. You
look at it each day.”

Krumbiegel, the German Behind a Blooming Bengaluru
Date with History
The International Yoga
Celebration Committee
will organise a yoga
session on June 21 on
the BBMP ground in
HSR Layout for the “International Day of
Yoga”. The session is
being supported by
The Art of Living. For
details, contact:
9845934831 and
9008765578.
Send your feedback to
ebengaluru@timesgroup.com

ET EXPLAINS
THE STORY BEHIND
THE NAMES

The name of Gustav
Hermann Krumbiegel,
a horticulturalist and
town planner, remains
restricted to a nondescript road

KRUMBIEGAL ROAD

E

rstwhile emperors Hyder Ali
and Tipu Sultan, who formed
and developed the city’s famous Lalbagh garden, are usually
acknowledged as the forces behind
Bengaluru’s ‘Garden City’ tag.
Forgotten among the heavyweights
is Gustav Hermann Krumbiegel, a
horticulturalist and town planner
responsible for imaginatively conceived flower sequences that add
soul to the garden all year round.
His mention remains restricted to a
nondescript road sandwiched between Lalbagh and Mavalli.
Writer and cultural documentarian Aliyeh Rizvi told ET about the
road’s nomenclature through personal history. “The Krumbiegel
Road is named after a German landscape designer and urban planner

Gustav Hermann Krumbiegel who
came here at the behest of my great
grand uncle, the Diwan of Mysore,
Sir Mirza Ismail, and the Maharaja
of Mysore, to be the director of
Lalbagh and plan the Garden City.”
Rizvi added that Krumbiegel also
introduced a system called ‘serial
planting’ to ensure that all avenues
in Bengaluru would be planted
with seasonally-flowering trees so
that the city would bloom all year
through.
Talking about how he walked past
Krumbiegel Road as a child to get to
National High School, art historian
Suresh Jayaram said, “The
Ashwath Katte (a platform-like
shrine built around large Neem and
Peepal trees that was also a community meeting point) is an important
cultural landmark on the road.”
Jayaram, who also produced a
book called ‘GH Krumbiegel:

Krumbiegel with his daughters at his residence inside Lalbagh
Whatever he touched, he adorned’,
tracing the horticulturist’s legacy
in Bengaluru, added that
Krumbiegel faded away from public memory with even the naming
of the road having no official an-

nouncement or publication.
“Incidentally, 2015 happens to be his
150th birth anniversary,” he said.
In his book ‘The City Beautiful’,
TP Issar, former chief secretary of
Karnataka and chairman of the

Urban Arts Commission, said:
“(Krumbiegel) was in the employment of the Maharaja from 1908 to
1932 and did much work of lasting
value not only in developing
Lalbagh but many other gardens in
the city...Many of the lines and clusters of cassias, gulmohurs, tabebuias and bougainvillaeas, which
we see today, are enduring manifestations of Krumbiegel’s dreams of
a blossoming Bangalore.”
Post 1932, Krumbiegel stayed on in
the city as a consulting architect
and advisor in horticulture and
town planning till his death in 1956.
“He was the first to occupy the director’s bungalow in Lalbagh,” added Jayaram. “His cemetery can be
found in the Methodist graveyard
on Hosur Road.”
Divya.Shekhar@timesgroup.com

